
Emily Pendergraft 
efpendergraft@gmail.com 

  
A lifelong, versatile writer and artist, with interests ranging from science fiction and fantasy to anime and manga, who is ready to 
explore the world of publishing and editing. 

 
Experience 

 
Editorial Intern, The Emerald Coast Review Vol. XVIII (Summer 2015) 

 Created the title for the first titled volume of the magazine and designed the cover, choosing a complementing photo and 
color pallet that illustrated the title and content. 

 Volunteered to manage the volume’s description, as well as edited the author bios before sending it off for finalization. 

 Reviewed the formatting and display of the manuscript in a digital viewing program to prepare it for production. 
 
Digital Intern, Stetson University Digital Services (Spring 2012) 

 Requested, compiled and entered data from faculty and staff for the university website. 

 Transcribed various memos and articles into digital copy in order to fill in answerable blanks on certain university website pages. 
 
Supervisor, Beall’s Outlet Store (June 2015-Present) 

 Sorts through sales, inquiries, and does a significant amount of sales accounts assistance. 

 Provides patrons with customer service, and prepares inventory for proper display. 
 
Blogger, A Wide-Ruled Typewriter, emilyparagraph.weebly.com (Fall 2014-Fall 2015) 

 Reviewed “The Book Drop,” a book-focused subscription box service, for other book lovers and got a glowing response 
from the service itself. (emilyparagraph.weebly.com/blog/the-book-drop) 

 Formed a review for my followers of the fantasy book “Jackaby,” and received fairly pleased feedback from the author. 
(emilyparagraph.weebly.com/blog/book-review-jackaby-by-william-ritter) 

 Posted analytical recaps of “Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2012)” episodes for fellow fans to discuss the funny, dramatic 
and groan-worthy moments. 

 
Comicker, “They Say He Shattered,” (December 2015-Ongoing) 

 Writes and illustrates a comic based on the time travel elements in the video game “Undertale,”trying to answer questions of 
characterization in alternate timelines and if erased beings can reconstruct themselves without anything going wrong. 

 Dedicating to a twice-weekly update schedule after current hiatus, which ends in early April 
 

Skills 

 Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) 

 Adobe Creative Suite (Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Premiere) 

 Social Media (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Tumblr, Goodreads) 
 

Interests 

 Longtime reader of manga and watcher of anime. 

 Has attended several anime and comic cons in the last 9 years, in and out of cosplay. 

 Frequently hunts for new science fiction and fantasy to read, especially portal fantasy and steampunk. 
 

Education 
 
University of West Florida, School of Arts and Humanities, Pensacola, FL 
Bachelor of Arts in English, Minor in Art; Graduated December 2015 
Concentration: Creative Writing 
 
Douglas Anderson School of the Arts, High School, Jacksonville, FL 
High School Diploma and National Arts Seal; Graduated May 2010 
Concentration: Creative Writing 


